PERSONALITY, GENDER and DEVELOPMENT MODULE(s) - World view  Grant

Donnell Griffin, Psychology Faculty, Davidson County Community College

VIDEO RESOURCES

DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURE- GENDER as a CULTURAL Phenomena and not a Developmentally universal state.

Achilles Effect: Boys, pop culture and Gender  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kcg0G4jSF5k

Jordan: People, Culture and Gender roles- Re Ty  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zCELdg9hcw  (10 minute slideshow of “Western” Arabic/Islamic culture

Gender, Culture and Religion in Asia, Africa and Latin America (Re Ty)  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbtwcOqetN8

Gender, Caste and Culture  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-W2sGC5vDE  24 minutes. Excellent!

Gender & Disney  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8O8p0Ac1Rg&playnext=1&list=PL8678724C4DB8660&feature=results_video

_____________________________________________________________________

The Big Personality Test  BBC Child of Our Time Intro (Part 1 of 6)  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzS_k2_fdpk (use as intro to research piece)  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzS_k2_fdpk

Psychology – Personality Traits and Assessment -1. Avi  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ol3y-BMZ4TU&feature=related  Nice distinction between Shared human traits and individual differences.  
@23:00 EXCELLENT chart on GENDER DIFFERENCES (very Western European American slant for presentation though)  @44:00 MAP OF BRITAIN with Trait Differences BY CITY… And at 46:42 there is a Personality in Everyday Life section.

Psychology Personality Traits with Al Pacino and Robert Dinero  O.C.E.A.N.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXwJgsNXeMU

Personality Assessment CB5  C.A.N.O.E.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXwJgsNXeMU

Parents react to the race doll test - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOVwrcTzRBs&feature=related